
MESSAGE TO PARROTS 
 
As all followers of the WORD perceive internally to be marked by the term SECTARIAN 
unjustly, many others would like to address their internal perception to all who see us in this 
way. Their opinions will be presented here in return to those who stagger in this world with 
blinkers on their eyes. We, on the contrary, who know the Word, evaluate them as 
“PARROTS”, i.e. creatures who only are able to reproduce what they hear in the temple, 
eventually in the media, but they are not able to think independently, and are not even able to 
act against the current at all, the current that carries them to destruction. They even have no 
idea about it, even if they are robbed from all sides in their way of life...  
In reality, their evaluation of us does not make us worry, but just the frailty of opponents 
of the Truth makes us much more worried because they cause harm mostly to themselves 
when they, in their ignorance, insult the highest knowledge that mankind has got in this 
Word, and then even insult also the MESSENGER of this WORD himself! 
 
Verdict for many is told in this quotation:  
“Question No. 49: It is written: ‘But when the Son of Man will come to judge...’ Is the Son 
of Man set as a judge?  
Answer: Only God can judge! Son of Man brings His “WORD” once more. And in the 
Word lies the judgment then! How man receives the Word this time, such verdict man 
himself or herself bring to him or her. Every individual has free will from God's grace 
one more time. Of course, everyone has it for the last time! What stand man takes towards 
that, whether refusing or positive, such verdict will man bring to him or her by his or her 
own then, because separation will set in immediately through it. Waiting is refusing; because 
another waiting is not possible. Impossible is return from way which was chosen too. This 
time stands: either ... or! And at once! Hesitation, criticism and wanting to know it all better 
ended.”  
Let Christians try to compare this act to situation, how they themselves would see a man who 
would evaluate the Word of Jesus similarly. And both these Messages have the same origin. 
We evaluate the Word of Jesus just as high... but! We shall beware that there are many 
words mixed in this Word by those whom we called PHARISEES! These pharisees have been 
able to do it even with the Word of the Son of Man as well! This fact should direct us to 
become even more watchful. 
Pharisees are the group which includes those who became opponents of the Truth only 
because of desire for power and profit. So it is a group of tricky and smart people who cause 
damage to the Truth out of their shrewdness. They are the people who brought up this group 
of “PARROTS” who do not have their own opinion, but only reproduce views of the above 
mentioned ones and in doing so, they stabilize Pharisees’ power and position for their 
advantage, but unfortunately to their (‘parrots group’) own disadvantage.  
This name describes their value in the most perfect way, even if someone rather calls them 
automats or robots. Any of these two names may sound more modern, but is less exact, as 
expressions “automat-robot” are artificial constructions, which are only manmade, but the 
term “parrot” is more fitting, as it characterizes creation of nature – of higher power, i.e. 
the same value as also the man is.  



They have lost the real value only because of their own fault and thus they get rid of term - 
man! Man is a creature with his or her own free will to make decisions – but they gave it 
up!  

--- 
 

INTENTION 
 
Although some followers may not consider this intention to protect the Truth as welcome, it 
is appropriate to add that for us it is really necessary. And it was necessary! We do not 
address an actual person in our defense, not even now, but it is to be an answer from our 
side to attacks, which are addressed – to us ourselves.  
If someone still thinks that our action is not totally in accordance with the Word and acting 
of the MESSENGER of this Word himself, the following answer might bring light to our 
action: 8.7. Fearing believers Question number 19:  
Question: What shall I do, when I found in the Grail Message that, what I have already been 
searching for a long time, I am happy because of that, but my environment, which is oriented 
differently, has a fun of me now? Shall I surrender and do everything that is required from 
me and be concerned with it only inwardly in myself, secretly, in order to avoid every 
conflict?  
Answer: People who are affected by the Truth, have unconditional duty also to stand up for 
it, otherwise are not worthy of gift of enlightenment. They shall not argue nor fight about, 
and they shall not force their conviction to the others, but they shall let all people to walk 
their own way calmly; but they must not tolerate others to turn them away from their way. 
They have every right to require from them that what they apply to the others. If they make a 
servant from them before others, then they deserve nothing else, than that the gift will be 
taken away from them. Christ has already warned against that, when he said: “Whoever 
denies me before men, him I will deny as well, so I will not know him.” How weak and 
miserable must look in eyes of the other, that man who pretends that he has found the Truth 
by his own conviction and then, in spite of that, he bows down to the other. Can such a 
person gain respect before the Truth in doing so? On the contrary, those who make fun of it 
and devalue it, will only be strengthen by doing so, because that what is valuable is put to 
their feet so that they could crush it down and befoul it. They themselves are even also turned 
aside from knowing the Truth as such, and respecting it. How totally different it is, when 
man who has found the Truth, decides to stand up unshakable and definitely against 
everything. He does it even sharply, if it does not go in any other way, in order just to keep 
the greatest jewel and protect others against a new guilt. Opponents can learn to respect 
something only in this way! Never by coward compliance. Many people give up what is 
holiest in them carelessly at once, just not to provoke any other small miserable man to 
anger, or not to injure him or her, and maybe also in order not to give their earthly calmness 
and comfort to be disturbed temporary.  
Those are not the believers, who will be able to enter the realm of God one day, whom they 
deny in such manner. Then they have to go to those, whom they preferred and served them 
here on earth. Now those times are passed, when necessity of such hiding was considered as 



martyrdom. It cannot be excused by anything. Everyone shall fight for what he or she carries 
inwardly, otherwise he or she is not worthy of it! It will be taken away from him or her.  
There does not exist anything higher than God! And everything else has to step aside to the 
background beside him. No man shall be forced to change his or her will, but from now on, 
every man who truly belongs to God's people shall be let in calm and peace in the future. Not 
even one can already touch them with dirty hand without being punished. He or she will be 
marked for it immediately and he or she will also die because of it. Every ridicule, and even 
more an act, will strike back in unbelievable speed and hardness to him or her, who acts so.  
The people of the Lord will group themselves under his flag at last and will be secured. But 
only those who have courage to confess themselves to these people! No one else. We are 
already standing in the beginning of this hour! 


